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Light is a charged substance that we have a primary connection with. Situations in which you notice the
presence of such a charged substance are fragile. I mold it … so that you can feel the presence of the
light in the room.
James Turrell

Four diverse examples of animating neon light recently produced at Neon Workshops, by four artists
visiting from different parts of the world. Each display a personal approach to Moving through the
constraints of gas/glass/electricity.
Karen Donnellan’s work is informed by the metaphysical. The potential for healing through the
manipulation of energy and material are the driving forces behind her work. Using a range of glass
techniques which include casting, pate de verre and hot glass, the Dublin based artist brought blown
forms to the Moving Neon masterclass for experimentation with gas and electricity. (1)
Bill Crellin travelled from Australia to take Moving Neon and is currently touring Europe. A free wheeling
spirit, Crellin approaches glass in the same unconventional manner, through an almost performative
ritual of creating and destroying and creating again. The work on show clearly demonstrates this
process, as well as the artist’s interest in pushing a material to its absolute limit and beyond. (2)
Julia Bickerstaff taught on the very first neon workshop in 2006 with Richard William Wheater, and
continues to generously share her priceless knowledge and skill as one of Britain’s finest neon makers.
Julia acted as one of the three tutors on Moving Neon, and the crackle tube shown is a result from one
of her demonstrations. Bickerstaff continues to develop her own personal language in neon whilst
assisting others to realize their own. (3)
Katherine Southam had never worked in neon before, and felt it important that she should make her
work. As a result there is a pleasing contradiction in Southam’s exhibit. A series of smooth regular
peaks and troughs one may expect to see as an interpretation of waves in a graphic – or neon sign, are
replaced with an irregular naivety by someone in the early stages of learning a new skill. Not only does
the alternate programmed electronic sequencing demand more attention, but this non sign-like aesthetic
feels honest, both as an interpretation of the sea and a person confidently engaging with a new
medium. (4)

All work was made/completed at Neon Workshops during the four-day masterclass; Moving Neon during
September 2013. Some of these works are extremely fragile, please do not touch.
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